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Elements in recording technology 1 

the source of music 

who plays what 

what‘s the style? 

who will play?  

people that will be part of the session? 

inform yourself on youtube, myspace, websites, gigs 

before the session 

meet them - what are the expectations of the artist? 

listen to records they like to compare with their sound ! 

will there be a file transfer of previous tracks/instruments? in which format? 

the band should bring the files before the session to sort out any time-consuming hassle... transfer usually takes up to 30% of 

the studio time !! 

how many musicians will play together (at one time) ? 

who wants to play together ? 

what is the setup (drum set, amps, etc) like ? 

make a setup drawing, a mic list and a channel list for the board (include ext. preamps) 

acoustics 

check the recording room of the session before anybody else. 

where will the drums be placed, where the amps, the piano... 

will there be a scratch vocal (instrument) together with the first instruments? 

helpful microphone bleed 

before the session 

if there is a piano, it should be tuned before anything else happens. Piano tuners can‘t tune properly when the drummer is 

warming up ! 
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Elements in recording technology 2 

prepare all the necessary mikes, mic stands, cables 

prepare the headphone system and check it on your own. set it to a level that everybody can hear immediately something ! 

make sure the drum set is delivered first, let the drummer set it up, then start with the miking while he‘s warming up. If you 

have help (assistent), the second person should do a line check at the same time. 

If it‘s possible, let the drummer come the day before, so you can do the drum sound with him together without the rest of the 

band waiting ! 

 

 

capturing energy 

microphones are the spice 

make yourself clear what the overall sound will be.  it will help to listen to the albums that the band mentioned (see >before 

the session<). check out the year in which the music was recorded - that leads you to mic/preamp choices. 

entering the microphone world, here are most of the types you can choose: 

• dynamic  (i.e. the one and only Shure SM57) 

• condenser small capsule (fet / tube) 

• condenser large capsule (fet / tube) 

• ribbon 

• piezo 

matching the preamps 

examples of the cliches: 

warmth - tube pre (UA M160) 

edge (mids) - Api 512c, Neve 1073 

matching impedance = tone control 

riding on the edge (manual rides) 

saturation, not compression ! 

 

soul food 

keep the blood sugar high - organize a time when you order lunch / dinner for everybody ! 

support the artist with a good vibe,  

give advise when you‘ll be sure not to disturb the creative process (tactics) 
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Elements in recording technology 3 

keep it rollin ‘ 

the first take 

set record levels as soon as possible - before the whole band plays together ! 

record from the first moment of the session. 

it‘s better to say: „wanna listen to it?“ than „let‘s record it“ 

 

keep it smooth 

no matter which platform - mac / pc 

no matter which software - PT, Logic, Cubase, etc.. 

there is NO chance to stop and re-install something 

 

who cares about quality? 

record @ 96 kHz - sell as 128 ‘mp3 ? 

better than the opposite !! 

music styles vs. sample rate  - i.e. dance - 44.1 vs. acoustic - 96 

 

a nice trip 

recording the band together (if everything is rollin ‘smooth) can be a ball ! 

if you listen back on the tracks, respect the wishes of the artist on  

strange levels or sounds, even if you know it way better - it‘s not mixdown time, 

there has to be a phase of quality control of the recorded tracks ! 

make notes on ideas or wishes concerning the mix status though ! 

 

stay in contact 

word of mouth 

everytime you meet people for work - make them feel respected and understood, collect the contacts,  

email adress, phone numbers ,etc. to expand your rooster of talents - whenever you will need them ! 

also: the best way to get the next job is somebody telling others nice things about you ! 
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Elements in recording technology 4 

the producer 

job description 

A record producer is an individual working within the music industry whose job it is to oversee and manage the recording (i.e. 

"production") of an artist's music. A producer has many roles that may include, but are not limited to, gathering ideas for the 

project, selecting songs and/or musicians, coaching the artist and musicians in the studio, controlling the recording sessions, 

and supervising the entire process through mixing and mastering.  

Over the latter half of the 20th century, producers have also taken on a wider entrepreneurial role, often with responsibility for 

the budget, schedules, and negotiations. 

Today, the recording industry has two kinds of producers: executive producer and music producer; they have different roles. 

While an executive producer oversees a project's finances, a music producer oversees the creation of the music. 

A music producer is therefore the person who creatively guides of directs the process of making a record, like a director 

would a movie. The engineer would be more the cameraman of the movie." 

 

getting through 

guiding a session from start to end means dealing with a lot of psychological tasks to solve.  

the artist, the band, the related friends - everybody has slightly different views, wishes, expectations. 

the philosophical question arises:  are they hearing the same things than I do ? 

terminology varies:  i..e when a classical trained piano player would sometimes talk about „brilliance“ or „treble“ in terms of 

e.q. he would mean something about 4.000 to 6.000 kHz. A pop musician would call these „mids“ 

the bottom rule is: listen to it, try - together with the artist - to listen to problems together, let them describe what THEY 

hear and - try to slip into the artist‘s hearing world. 

you will probably have to do this at every second session ! 
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Elements in recording technology 5 

producer type: the leader 

almost dictating his own view, the leader type will (hopefully) have a clear picture in his head how the music 

should sound at the end. By taking everybody through this black tunnel, the artist has to have a grat deal 

of confidence - a thing that naturally happens after some successful work, but this is nothing for newcomers ! 

nevertheless this dominant way can pack a group of unsure musicians to a effective band - taking of most  

of the responsibilities away and focus on music and having fun. 

many artists love this way to work because of the way they can focus on their skills while somebody else is leading the way ! 

 

producer type: support the artist 

as an artist with strong personality many tasks can come together at one time:  

in any phase of composing, playing, editing, mixing and mastering there are decisions to make, and these will take effect on 

the final recording forever. if the artist has this clear vision and skills enough to meet all his expectations he needs somebody 

at his/her side helping to achieve the best results possible!  

In a live performance, mistakes are often secondary because of the nature of a live show - little things will fly away before 

anybody can remember them. on a recording people will have the chance to listen to this (little) mistakes forever again and 

again - a nightmare for any artist ! 
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Elements in recording technology 6 

the musician 

have fun 

music means spreading out and creating energy ! 

all the things behind artistical work have a deep touch to your deepest soul, your deepest wishes and feelings. 

being a musician in this process involves all your experience on working together with other people - like in a soccer team, 

there is more fun when everything runs smooth - when somebody makes a move forward and all the others follow meeting 

the expectation of the fans - to score a goal ! 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

i‘ve seen it many times: in the studio there is a phenomenon: entering the studio means people change from cool and humble 

to sheer nerve wrecked maniacs: because of the the pressure to do something in a limited time, outside the environment that 

you are used to, with other people watching you ! 

the band 

the group dynamics under the conditions described before can be really tough ! meeting them before the session starts is 

crucial for the role of the engineer: keeping the overview of all the emotional and psychological things that can happen is one 

main point to focus in a session - beside moving the mics or setting the headphone mixes ! 

check out youtube or myspace to find out more about the people whom you‘ll work with, check out their opinions at 

interviews, their energy on stage, their preferences in styles of music. 

copyrights 

creating music in the studio is different than at home or during a rehearsal. 

right after a song is finished / recorded their should be a simple written statement of who has copyrights on music and words 

- nothing complicated! if you‘re recording a complete album, it‘s nice to keep the overview of every piece of music. 

put a list together like:  SONG... / MUSIC BY...  /  LYRICS BY... / PUBLISHED BY...  for every song, let it be signed by 

everybody who‘s involved, and there is a clear situation for everybody in the future! 

publishing 

publishing rights a re shares of the copyright which you can give away (by  contract) tu have more business power while 

marketing your copyright into different platforms, i.e. movie soundtracks, compilations, etc.... 

since a regular publishing contract is rather complicated to resolve and lasts over a minimum period of 70 years (!!) please 

take care with whom you‘re married for the rest of your life. 
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Elements in recording technology 7 

also the question arises: is the company big / powerful enough to do things with my works? 

there are also publishing contracts over your complete creative work ( exclusive contract) or just over one song (titel based 

contract). if there is no publishing involved in any song, this means not a problem for any release - you can do it anytime ! 
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